89 mitsubishi mighty max

The Mitsubishi Mighty Max was sold in the United States between and , being one of the first
models brought from Japan. The vehicle had a pretty strong build quality and was especially
appreciated for its reliability and the simple mechanics. The Mitsubishi Mighty Max was
available with either two wheel drive or four wheel drive configuration and was fitted with a 2.
The truck was discontinued in , when it was replaced by the new Mitsubishi Raider that was
based on the Chevrolet Dakota. For its time, the Mitsubishi Mighty Max looked pretty good. The
robust lines formed an attractive exterior design that was a perfect match for the all-road nature
of the vehicle. The windscreen and the hood where slightly raked giving the truck a touch of
sportiness, while also improving the front road visibility. On each side of the body, the Mighty
Max is fitted with a set of thick rubber moldings to protect the body panels from small impacts.
The cabin was fitted with low rent plastics and harsh materials, most of them being selected
especially for their durability. The build quality however was pretty strong, but some fittings
needed more attention. Similarly with the exterior, the dashboard had a robust design, being
characterized by straight lines and square shapes. There was also a pretty big glove box and
some small cubbies fitted into the center console. The cabin was pretty spacious, with enough
head and legroom for both the driver and passenger. Though, the chunky steering wheel was a
bit intrusive making the driving position uncomfortable. The seats were basic without any sort
of side support. The driver was met by a rudimentary instrument panel, with a big gauge
mounted in its center. Most of the controls were placed within easy reach, but the floor mounted
gear knob was highly rudimentary. You can also rely on the big, rectangular door mirrors which
keep all blind spots to minimum. Standard equipment includes tinted glass, keyless locking, a
remote hood release, chrome grille and a stainless steel exhaust system. Available options
include air conditioning, power steering, chrome rear bumper, floor mats, body-side moldings
and a digital quartz clock. The Mitsubishi Mighty Max was a pretty strong truck. The
acceleration was also reasonable and all ponies worked to deliver proper performances. The
peak torque was rated at lb. Thanks to the generous low end torque the engine can haul lbs in
the bed through sand and mud uphill without breaking a sweat. The truck was also pretty light
lb and the fuel consumption was rated at around mpg. The Mighty Max was offered with a
choice of manual and automatic transmissions. Performance with five-speed manual was
reasonable, but the four cylinder engine weakens somewhat when coupled to the four-speed
automatic transmission. The Mitsubishi Mighty Max was developed especially for utilitarian
purposes, so the suspension configuration is more on the stiff side. The rear shakes over
uneven roads, but the truck stays pretty well planted on its wheels and has decent cornering
abilities. Unfortunately power steering was available only as an option and the standard
steering was pretty hard at parking speeds. The truck managed to deal great with off road
driving and its four wheel drive system was perfectly suited for arduous working conditions. On
the other hand, the vehicle felt fairly solid and was reliable to the core. The engine was also
strong and responsive dealing great with heavy loads and off road driving. Engine hp rpm lb.
Read full bio. What do you think? Truck Finder:. Model: Model View All. Related Manufacturers.
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Search. Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 25 of Thread: Mighty Max engine rebuild. Someone had
said to post my current photos so you guys can see where the progress began. Just a little
note: i am doing a rebuild on the engine in this beast, along with some minor improvements on
the front end bumper, grill, and lights. Oh boy! A Garage Cat: what's it's name? Seems strange
to be SO familiar with the mess and stripped-down front ends, and in such a short period of
time. That's a 2. Great to have such "before" pictures, because they show exactly how much
work and the quality OF it when the "after" pictures come along. Those tire dollies are cool,
never saw those before. Who's brain is that in the zip-lock bag on the driver's seat? I know from
personal experience those zip-lock bags do NOT keep the brain-freshness in: I've had my brain
in Tupperware, zip-locks and once in a non-lubricated condom, and it always dried out. It is
obvious this project requires donuts. Are you eating mm chocolate iced or crumb-sprinkled? It
must be milimeters, remember: SAE donuts won't fit properly, and do not have the same
donutocity as mm. There is an icon on your screen to delete humorous remarks: feel free to use
it if these comments are distractive. I didn't even realize the cat was in the pictures, its name is
Garfunkel. That is a 2. As far as the humor goes, it makes my repairs seem more worth it? When
we lose our sense of humor, life becomes too serious and the balance gets lost, so I'm glad to
hear your positive reply. This website is very wonderful for those of us conducting repairs,
because, in a cyber way, we're not alone, and have a circle of reliable friends we can resource
when we're in the unknown-zone. Likely no one in our real-time world cares about our project,
so we have a forum with an appreciative audience to share our acheivements. The down-side is
it can be a very bad enabler for just conducting endless modifications and enourmous non-stop
spending. My choice is to keep the little truck running happy, and giving it some decent looks

as time goes by. Sounds great actually, and your absolutely right on the whole real-time world
lack of care issue. Yeah, but is that a problem with the whole spending versus happy truck? I
mean they have feelings too right?!? Originally Posted by asmyser. So the looking good is a
plus, but the running good is a must and first priority. I've never seen fender wells done that
way, but it's tasteful and cool. Having sane priorities is a survival technique in this world, today.
When the cart goes before the horse, you're not getting your apples to market. It isn't for me to
say what people do with and to these trucks. But I see a lot of ill-placed priorities all the time,
everywhere I go. And it seems that everybody forgets one small detail: without gasoline, these
trucks aren't going anywhere, no matter what engine was stuffed into them with a shoe horn.
Having survived the "gas crisis" of , I know the market is vulnerable and manipulated. It doesn
take much to squeeze the American Balls and bring the world to a grinding halt. The automobile
is a privelage, and a dubious one at that. When things collapse to the point of survival, we have
no choice but to see what we felt were priorities. Enough of my rant: this is your build thread,
and I can delete anything I posted if you want. I simply feel it important to offer honest warnings
in general: things won't be staying the same. That's just facing reality. The flip side is: Nero
played fiddle as Rome burned. Well i'm hoping that the truck which got somewhere in the mid
30s for mpg, that since gas prices will probably continue to go up in a ridiculous fashion that thi
smay help relieve some stress in the future. You're certainly not putting on any 'airs': your
photos reveal a very down-to-earth guy, comfortable in his own skin. The mousetrap I just
noticed. I got a warm laugh from it for many right reasons Maybe it's that I relate to it so much:
my garage is rife with mousetraps, because the cats keep catching the mice, playing with them
and then letting them escape. If you weren't looking closely, you wouldn't see Garfunkle in this
photo. Ya those dollies look helpful. MY problem with them is my driveway. They would find
every crack and get stuck in it or I would walk away and the truck would roll down the driveway.
That would be my problem with them, is rolling away, down the driveway. That being said, I still
would like to have mine on them. They are very helpful though. Since i got the entire engine
apart, i think i'm going to replace the clutch and such now, i have to get the flywheel turned
down anyway. Are there any suggestions for the type of which clutch i should get? I don't know
if i've revealed this fact yet, but i have two full engines, both with faulty parts, and i'm building
one correct engine out of both of them, with some hopeful spare parts to keep around. I've
attached multiple images of both engines, which are both the same. I've also attached images of
what prompted the engine rebuild to begin with. So you managed to get the dent out? I couldn't
SEE, it's so bright i can't look at it without sunglasses. That bumper looks really good man I like
it. I didnt like the way it looks. It was in rough shape. The end pieces are still mostly good
though. I just got a full replacement. And the bumper lights i liked alot so i got a set. Ok, so i
looked on rock auto and i see they have 5 different options for the clutch kit, what do i have to
look out for in the options? No one here can straighten you out, asmyser: you're corrupted and
unrepentant. Just like the rest of us. You want the kit to have the throw-out bearing and the
plate alignment tool, plus the flywheel pilot bearing. When going for parts, I always try to aim in
the middle price range. When it comes to donuts, I always choose freshness. Donutocity is
crucial, and nothing is kruller than stale donuts with donutitosis sett
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ing in: this is the condition that causes Elvis to appear in the wrinkling icing. Don't cheap out
on the clutch. Not saying you are, just speaking from experience. I bought one that wouldn't
even hold enough to do a first gear chirp. With hp, when they are all there, that's pretty bad.
Yesterday I pulled the tranny because of a rattle to find a separated throw out bearing. Buy
somewhere from middle to top of the range. My engine back from the machinist very important
2. Clutch Kit 3. Motor Mounts 4. New Grille and Emblem 5. Various bolt replacements because
the originals just had to be so rusted that they broke in half at the sight of me and my ridiculous
knack for breaking them in half in other news, i took some of the bumper mounts off of the new
shiny bumper and painted them up a bit. Originally Posted by d50dave. Last Jump to page:.
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